HOMOZYGOUS
POLLED

BARV TAZ 5U 754E
PB 35483 | Purebred | 98.44%
Calved 9.08.17 | S: Bar R 52Y | D: Bar R 5U
SELLING THESE THREE OPTIONS ...

OPTION 1
OPTION 2
OPTION 3

Fall Possession & 2/3 semen interest
Fall Possession & 1/3 semen interest
Spring Possession and 1/3 semen interest

BarV Taz 5U 754E is a phenomenal young sire to usher in the new era of Polled Wagyu genetics. He displays tremendous phenotype, is homozygous polled,
and is backed by a proven pedigree of polled genetics. His sire, Bar R52Y, is highly proven by the Robbins Island and Poll Wagyu program in Australia. In the
last half year Robbins Island has processed more than 230 Bar R 52Y progeny resulting in an amazing average of 8.5 for Marbling and 1047 lbs. for Carcass
Weight. That is proven carcass and growth performance! The dam of Tazsuru 753E is the fantastic brood cow Bar R 5U. She sold for $34,000 through a Bar
R sale and has repeatedly proven her value as truly elite brood cow by being the dam of numerous polled AI sires, including several who have been marketed
internationally. This list includes the very popular Arimura 30B, 6123, and the red bull, Bar R 4504, who is now Australian owned. As the Wagyu breed moves
forward and is incorporated into mainstream beef genetics this bull is what the market will be demanding. Taz 5U 754E is the total package combining carcass
traits, growth, polled, recessive-free, and tested AA for SCD. He has it all! This is the bull
of the future that you can be part of by owning a semen share interest. Don’t miss out
on being part of this very unique opportunity!
Dam of these two great homozygous polled herd sires and leading
homozygous polled donor cow for Bar V. We are also selling 4 Grade 1,
exportable embryos that are full siblings to both bulls.
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DAM: BarR 5U

